We Study a generalized form of the Lions-Peetre interpolation spaces (AoA i )e q , where the parameter 9 and q are substituted in a natural way by suitable sequences u and lattices a, respectively. A reiteration theorem is proved and applications to generalized Lorentz spaces are given.
special case u = (11(2')) and a = lq (Z) . A more general form of interpolation -including our definition -was treated by NILSSON (cf. [6] ) and BRUDNYI AND KRUGLJAK (cf. [2, 31) . We use their fundamental result concerning reiteration.
The main result of the paper is a reiteration theorem (see Theorem 3.9), which, in its turn, is a special case of the general theorem of BRUDNYI AND KRUGLJAK and NILSSON (see Theorem 3.8). Moreover, we discuss the equivalence theorem, the power theorem, interpolation between intersection and sum and give an application of our results to generalized Lorentz spaces.
CoNVENTIONS, if no confusion can occur we use the notation u = ( Uk) for any sequence with N or Z as indexing set, otherwise they will be written as it = ( Uk)kEN, u = (uk)kEZ or u = (Uk)k>O, respectively. The equivalence a, x bk means that ca :5 b,, :5 c2ak for all k and some positive constants c1 and c2 . Two quasi-normed spaces A and B are considered as equal and we write A = B, whenever their quasi-norms are equivalent. Finally we will write log instead of 1092.
Interpolation spaces
Let a be a quasi-Banach space of real valued sequences with Z (resp. N) as index set.This space is called a Z-lattice (reap. N-lattice) if it has the following monotonicity property: (1)
The use of the notation a(u) will be normalized by II e k Jail x 1. By a = a a+ we denote the canonical decomposition of a Z-lattice a into the sum of two N-lattices. This decomposition is generated by the following conventions concerning sequences: Let x = ( z k)k>O, p = (Yk)k>o be N-sequences, then we put
Ez, where zk= Yk for k>O Z__ for k<O and vice versa, if x = (Xk)kEZ we put x+ (Xk)k>O and x = (x_.k_1)k>O. Obviously X = ® By S (reap. S_) we denote the right (resp.left) shift operator acting on the lattice a, i.e. S+((xk)) = (Xk_1) (reap. S_((xk)) = ( x k+1)) . Observe, that in the case of an N-lattice we have to set x_ 1 = 0. Let a be an N-lattice. By D we denote the double sequence operator D ((--k)) = (x Ik/2)) and by T, the subsequence operator T((xk)) = (z,(k)), where W : (ii) double sequence operator D and all subsequence operators T, are bounded in a+ and a, respectively.
Observe that a = lq (Z) is an admissible Z-lattice.
A positive sequence v = ( vk) is said to be quasi-geometric if the sequences (vk/vk+1) and (vk+1/vk) are bounded from above. We further assume that v0 = 1. The set of these sequences will be denoted by Qz and QN if the indexing set is Z or N, respectively. For quasi-geometric sequences the following quantities make sense: (ii) The J-space A,5 j is defined to consist of all z E E(A) that may be written as 
). These spaces also generalize the Lions-Peetre real interpolation spaces AG, (put p(t) = t°). On the other hand, an easy computation shows that
where there is a constant C such that
PROOF: Put p = l/q and assume a to be r-normed. Then it follows from
Choose po with 1 <P0 < i/p. Since the spectral radius of the shift operator is 1 we can find a constant C2 such that max (II S II, II S -II) <C2 p for each j E N. Consequently,
To prove (ii) observe that p_k/q{>O_oPiIx3Iq}lIQ for k < 0. Combined j=O with ( In the sequel we shall write Au,a instead of A,,,a;K or A,,,a;j. In the following theorem we summerize some properties of A,,,8. is arbitrary, but fixed. A straight-forward calculation gives II(u:K(2',x, A))I aII ^ n ko + I where the constant C is independent of k0 and the proof is complete U
The reiteration theorem
As an easy consequence of the boundness of the double sequence operator D and the subsequence operators T, we obtain 
Repeating the same reasoning we can substitute II(v1t1K(2))IaII by I(vkK(2'))IaII and the desired result is proved 
PROOF: Note that K(t,x, so, a i )x K(t,z_,a,afl+K(t,z+,4,a) immediately implies
(a e a , a e a t)ob = Therefore it is sufficient to prove that b + (w)
where ao(u°), and aj (u') are N-lattices. (i) We consider the case 'y(u) < 0. According to Lemma 3.2 we put Ak = {j E N : ok < log u3 < c(k -f 1)}. Let Therefore, b(v) is an interpolation space between 1 > = (l,l (2)). Moreover, for (x k) E b(v) it is easy to check that limk._ z = hmk=+ 2_ k xk = 0, which implies that b(v) C E(o), where co = ( co,co (2)).
z E (ao(u 0 ),al(u 1 ))5 b. From the definition of the K-functional it follows CK(2",z,ao(u°),ai(u1)) ^! luq xj l for all j E Ak.

Therefore we get O II( tt[ek] K ( 2°"
Let E be an interpolation space with respect to the pair ioo = ( l,, l(2_k)). Then we say that X E AE;K whenever II(K(2k ,x,A) )kEzIEII < oo. Now we are in position to deduce the desired reiteration result as a special setting of an importent theorem independently discovered by BRUDNY 
and x E (A) we have K(t, X, A.j ;K, A E1 ;K) X K(t, (K(2 k' x, A))kez, E).
Observe that this formula implies 
Generalized Lorentz spaces
In this section we deal with generalized Lorentz spaces. It is of interest to know that they form a "scale" of spaces in the sense that they are stable with respect to some method of interpolation. We restrict our consideration to the typical discrete and continuous case, namely the Lorentz sequence spaces and the Lorentz spaces defined on the unit interval (0, 1) with Lebesgue measure. These spaces show different behaviours. To prove that the Lorentz spaces can be generated by interpolation we need a preparing lemma. (ii) can be proved in the same way. Now we are in position to formulate and prove the interpolation theorem for Lorentz spaces. for k > 0 1 + qm (7(u°),7(u1) In [12] A. PIETSCH has proposed to introduce Lorentz sequence spaces depending on a finite number of indices 0 < r1 ,..., < oo. In the present setting these spaces can inductively be defined as follows. The starting point is the relation = for the usual Lorentz sequence spaces which is well known. Now we put = )t(2k/Pi ) 
Miscellaneous results
In order to generalize a special case of the power theorem, we introduce the admissible Z-lattice The duality theorem reads as follows. Finally we want to mention that the interpolation between the sum and the intersection can be treated in the same way as pointed out in [11, p.218] .The result follows immediately from In the literature the problem is considered to characterize interpolation spaces by means of the intersection or the union of a family of spaces indexed by functions belonging to some classes (see [10] ). The next result gives a contribution to an abstract version of this problem.
Let a be an admissible Z-lattice. We put Qa,e = {u E a n Qz : - 
